2022 EXPLORER AUTO BINGO - KANSAS EXPLORERS CLUB
ARCHITECTURE

25 - See a red-brick
courthouse

50- Stand on a band
shell stage

ART

25 - Find a mural in
a post office

50 - Go inside a
church to see
stained glass
windows

100- Find a leaning
building, about to
fall down

100 - Find a
community theater

250- Find a Carnegie
Library that is no
longer a library!

250 – Find a
business window
with humorous art

500 - Go inside a
college gym

500 - Find a mural
with books in it

COMMERCE

CUISINE

CUSTOMS

GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY

PEOPLE

25 - Drive four
miles of unpaved
road in a county
that starts with
“M”

25 - Look at a
historical display in
a courthouse

25 - See a kid
riding a bicycle in a
town

50 - Find a working
fountain in a park

50 - Take a drive in
the Flint Hills

50 - Read a
historical sign in an
interstate rest area

50 – Talk to the
librarian in a small
town library

100 - Find a log
cabin in a park or
historical complex

100 – Find
headstones
written in German
in a cemetery

250 - Find a
historical plaque
on a bridge

250 – Learn about
a historical figure
in a museum

500 - Find a glacial
(red quartz)
headstone in a
cemetery

500 – Sit in on a
city council
meeting

25 - Buy Kansasmade jelly or jam

25 - Find an eatery
with the word
“restaurant” on
the sign

50 - Go inside a
small-town
lumberyard

50 - Find a cafe
where you take a
step up to enter

100 - Find a twoaisle grocery store

100 - Eat ice cream
at a non-franchise
business

100 - Walk a trail in
a city park

100 - Drive around
a county lake

250 - Find a nonfranchise place
that features
chicken

250 - Find a red,
white and blue
barber shop pole

250 - See a
tumbleweed blow
across the road

250 - Find a town
with only one
business open on
the main street

500 - Shop in a
Mexican market

500 - The Cozy Inn
in Salina is 100
years old this year.
Order a slider
here!

25 - Find a
skateboard park

500 - Watch a
community
parade!

500 - Find a ditch
full of wildflowers

How many points can you get? Write in the town in each box where you did or found the item. Send to 978 Arapaho Road, Inman 67546 by Dec. 1, 2022.
We’ll draw the winner out of a hat! The Kansas Guidebook 2 for Explorers will help you find places in this game. Have fun!

